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We examine the exact equation of motion for the relaxation of
populations of strongly correlated electrons after a nonequi-
librium excitation by a pulsed field, and prove that the popula-
tions do not change when the Green’s functions have no aver-
age time dependence. We show how the average time depen-
dence enters into the equation of motion to lowest order and
describe what governs the relaxation process of the electron
populations in the long-time limit. While this result may ap-
pear, on the surface, to be required by any steady-state solu-
tion, the proof is nontrivial, and provides new critical insight
into how nonequilibrium populations relax, which goes be-
yond the assumption that they thermalize via a simple relax-
ation rate determined by the imaginary part of the self-energy,
or that they can be described by a quasi-equilibrium condition
with a Fermi-Dirac distribution and a time-dependent temper-
ature. We also discuss the implications of this result to approx-
imate theories, which may not satisfy the exact relation in the
equation of motion.

1 Introduction

Recently, there have been many experiments in strongly
correlated electron materials that follow the pump-
probe paradigm—namely, the system is excited with
an ultrafast and ultra-intense electromagnetic field and
then the system is probed (often with weaker pulses)
after different time delays from the pump pulse. One
area of interest to examine is the so-called popula-
tion dynamics, which examines how the expectation
value of the density of the electrons (〈nk(t)〉, also called
the population) changes as functions of momentum
and time [1–3]; we are especially interested in how the
system approaches a thermal state in the long time
limit.

In order to describe such systems theoretically, we
need to work with two-time Green’s functions defined on
the Kadanoff-Baym-Keldysh contour [4, 5], which starts
at some initial time (tmin), runs along the real axis to some
maximum time (tmax), then returns along the real axis to
the initial time, and finally runs a distance equal to the
inverse temperature (of the initial equilibrium state, β)
parallel to the negative imaginary axis. It is customary
to define a contour-ordered Green’s function with each
time argument lying on the contour and then determine
the equation of motion by differentiating with respect to
each time t and t ′. Details for how to do this appear in
many different sources, including recent texts [6]. We do
not repeat them here to save space. But we will write out
the equations of motion below for the Green’s functions
we work with in this paper—namely, the retarded and the
lesser Green’s function.

2 Dynamics of retarded Green’s functions

To begin, we note that we will be working with the Wigner
time coordinates [7] of average time tave = (t + t ′)/2 and
relative time trel = t − t ′. The retarded Green’s function is
given by

GR
kσ (t, t ′) = −iθ(t − t ′)〈{ckσ

(t), c†kσ
(t ′)}+〉 (1)

where the angle brackets 〈· · · 〉 denote the trace over
all states weighted by the initial equilibrium density
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matrix given by exp[−βH (tmin)]/Z , where Z =
Tr exp[−βH (tmin)] is the partition function and
H (t) is the time-dependent Hamiltonian. The θ(t)
function is the unit step function, ckσ

(c†kσ
) are the

electron annihilation (creation) operators for an elec-
tron with momentum k and spin σ . The symbol O(t)
denotes the Heisenberg representation of the op-
erator O, where O(t) = U †(t, tmin)OU (t, tmin), and
the evolution operator is the time-ordered product
U (t, tmin) = T t exp[−i

∫ t
tmin

dt̄H (t̄)], using standard
notation. Finally, {· · · , · · · }+ is the anticommutator.
Since we will be working in the paramagnetic phase, we
neglect the spin index below, for simplicity.

If we let μ denote the chemical potential, εk the
noninteracting bandstructure for a single-band model,
introduce the electric field with a spatially uniform, but
time-dependent vector potential A(t) and the Peierls
substitution with E(t) = −∂t A(t) (for units where � = c =
e = 1), and we assume the self-energy is local, as in dy-
namical mean-field theory, then the retarded Green’s
function, when expressed as a function of average and
relative time, satisfies two equations of motion:

[
i ∂trel + μ − 1

2
εk−A(t) − 1

2
εk−A(t ′)

]
GR

k (tave, trel)

= δ(trel) + 1
2

∫ t

t ′
dt̄�R

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
GR

k

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)

+ 1
2

∫ t

t ′
dt̄GR

k

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
�R

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)
(2)

and

[
i ∂tave − 1

2
εk−A(t) + 1

2
εk−A(t ′)

]
GR

k (tave, trel)

= 1
2

∫ t

t ′
dt̄�R

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
GR

k

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)

− 1
2

∫ t

t ′
dt̄GR

k

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
�R

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)
. (3)

We want to use these two equations to determine the
leading behavior of the retarded Green’s function on tave

for long times, as the system approaches thermalization
(or more generally, a long-time steady state). To do this,
we will be taking the Fourier transformation with respect
to the relative time, assume A(t) = A(t ′) = 0 since the
pulse occurs at early times only, and we assume the av-
erage time dependence of the Green’s function and the
self-energy are both weak, so they can be expanded in
a Taylor series expansion with respect to times near tave.
Then after significant algebra, we find that the two equa-
tions for the retarded Green’s function become[
ω + μ − εk − �R(tave, ω)

]
GR

k (tave, ω) = 1 (4)

and

[1 − ∂ω�R(tave, ω)]i∂tave GR
k (tave, ω)

= −i∂tave �
R(tave, ω)∂ωGR

k (tave, ω). (5)

If we solve the first equation, we find

GR
k (tave, ω) = 1

ω + μ − εk − �R(tave, ω)
, (6)

which also satisfies the second equation (this can be
verified by direct substitution). Hence, in the long-time
limit the retarded Green’s function assumes its equilib-
rium form, with a weakly average-time-dependent self-
energy. This agrees with the well-known result that the
system relaxes into the retarded Green’s function of the
steady state before the populations of the electrons re-
lax; i.e., the density of states rapidly assumes its long-
time limit, while the distribution of the electrons within
those density of states takes longer to reach the long-
time limit. The behavior of the lesser Green’s function
(and the populations) is much more complicated, as we
will discover next. Note that the assumption of a local
self-energy is not needed in this work, and one can re-
store the momentum dependence in all equations, if de-
sired, as long as the system being studied is translation-
ally invariant. In addition, we perform all derivations for
a single band here. while we believe that similar results
should hold in more complicated cases, such as systems
without full translational invariance (surfaces or nanos-
tructures) or for multiband systems (when represented
in their band-diagonal basis), there are some complica-
tions if the band-structure does not commute with the
Green’s function, so we have left these other cases for fur-
ther study.

3 Dynamics of excited populations

To begin discussing the populations, we first need to de-
fine the lesser Green’s function, which satisfies

G<
kσ (t, t ′) = i〈c†kσ

(t ′)ckσ
(t)〉, (7)

from which, we find the population satisfies

〈nk(t)〉 = −iG<
k↑(t, t) − iG<

k↓(t, t), (8)

where we used the fact that the density nk is equal to
c†k↑ck↑ + c†k↓ck↓.

Since the population is an equal-time expectation
value, it does not depend on the relative time, so we fo-
cus on the average-time equation of motion for the lesser

2 C© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimwww.fp-journal.org
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Green’s function (suppressing the spin index again)

[
i ∂tave − 1

2
εk−A(t) + 1

2
εk−A(t ′)

]
G<

k (tave, trel)

=
∫ t

−∞
dt̄�R

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
G<

k

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)

−
∫ t

−∞
dt̄GR

k

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
�<

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)

+
∫ t ′

−∞
dt̄�<

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
GA

k

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)

−
∫ t ′

−∞
dt̄G<

k

(
t + t̄

2
, t − t̄

)
�A

(
t̄ + t ′

2
, t̄ − t ′

)
. (9)

In this equation, we introduced the advanced Green’s
function. It is related to the retarded one via GA

k (tave, ω) =
GR

k (tave, ω)∗, where the star denotes complex conjuga-
tion; we use this result below.

Since we care only about trel = 0 for the populations,
we set trel = 0 (t = t ′ = tave), shift the integral over t̄ to
t̄ → t̄ + tave, and introduce the Fourier transform with re-
spect to the relative time in the integrands to yield

i ∂tave G<
k (tave, trel = 0) = 1

4π2

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′

× ei(ω−ω′)t̄
{
�R

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω

)
G<

k

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω′

)

− GR
k

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω

)
�<

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω′

)

+ �<

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω

)
GA

k

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω′

)

− G<
k

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω

)
�A

(
tave + t̄

2
, ω′

)}
. (10)

Note that no approximations went into the derivation
of Eq. (10). Hence these results are exact and hold for ev-
ery strongly correlated system driven out of equilibrium.
We will see next, that if there is no average time depen-
dence to any of these quantities, then the populations do
not change with time.

4 Proof of the need for average time
dependence to have populations relax

The system starts in equilibrium, before the field is ap-
plied, and in this case, the populations are constant in
time, and hence their derivative with respect to time
vanishes. This result follows directly from Eq. (10) as
we now show. In equilibrium, the Green’s functions and

self-energies have no average time dependence, so all of
the t̄ dependence in the integral comes from the expo-
nential term. Using the well-known Sokhotskyi-Plemelj-
Dirac identity

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄ei(ω−ω′)t̄ = 1

i
lim

ε→0+
1

ω − ω′ − iε

= 1
i

[
P

ω − ω′ + iπδ(ω − ω′)
]

, (11)

where P denotes the principal value when the expres-
sion is inserted into an integral, leads to

i ∂tave G<
k (tave, trel = 0) =

i
2π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

{
Im�R (ω) G<

k (ω) − ImGR
k (ω) �< (ω)

}
+

1
2iπ2

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′

{
Re�R (ω) G<

k

(
ω′)

− ReGR
k (ω) �<

(
ω′)} P

ω − ω′ . (12)

Next, we use the Kramers-Kronig relation to simplify the
double integral into a single integral. Namely, we use

1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

P

ω − ω′ ReGR
k (ω) = −ImGR

k (ω′), (13)

and

1
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

P

ω − ω′ Re�R(ω) = −Im�R(ω′), (14)

where the constant term in the real part of the self-energy
integrates to zero due to the principal value integration.
Substituting these results into Eq. (12), then yields

i ∂tave G<
k (tave, trel = 0) =

i
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

{
Im�R (ω) G<

k (ω) − ImGR
k (ω) �< (ω)

}
, (15)

because the two terms add together, rather than cancel-
ing. But it turns out the integrand exactly vanishes, which
can be seen by examining the Dyson equation for the re-
tarded and the lesser Green’s functions in equilibrium:

GR
k (ω) = 1

ω + μ − εk − �R(ω)
, (16)

and

G<
k (ω) = GR

k (ω)�<(ω)GA
k (ω) = ∣∣GR

k (ω)
∣∣2

�<(ω). (17)

So, we find ImGR
k (ω) = Im�R(ω)|GR

k (ω)|2, and hence the
integrand vanishes for each ω.

C© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 3Wiley Online Library
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Similar results also hold in the long-time limit if the
nonequilibrium Green’s functions no longer have aver-
age time dependence. This is not so obvious, since the
integrals in Eq. (10) always integrate over times when
the pump is on, and hence they appear to have non-
trivial dependence which won’t vanish. But because the
momentum-dependent Green’s functions typically de-
cay exponentially in relative time (for times larger than
2π/W , with W being the bandwidth of the density of
states), an examination of Eq. (9) shows we can limit t̄
such that t − t̄ < 2π/W , and hence we can restrict the
lower limit on the time integral in Eq. (10) to −2π/W in-
stead of −∞. Hence, the dependence on the field when
tave becomes large becomes weak. But, for the same rea-
sons why the integral vanished in equilibrium, it will van-
ish in the long-time case, if the Green’s functions take the
equilibrium form, but with an average time dependent
self-energy (we already know that the retarded Green’s
function takes this form, but the lesser cannot, or the
time derivative of the population will exactly vanish as
we showed above).

This has implications for the exact analysis of the
populations. While it may seem like a good approxima-
tion to assume the equilibrium form with average time
dependent self-energies (and hence an average time-
dependent distribution function), such a form cannot
hold for the exact solution because the population would
not decay in that form, even with the average time de-
pendence of the self-energies and distribution functions.
While there are numerous approximations that do this,
they are necessarily missing some of the dynamics that
occurs for the exact solution to this problem, and it does
not appear that this conclusion is well known. In par-
ticular, if the approximate result uses the equilibrium
form with time-dependent quantities, it cannot describe
the exact solution, which brings to question just how
accurate can such an approximate solution be? Put in
other words, if the Green’s functions and self-energies are
given average time dependence, then one needs to start
with Eq. (10) in order to determine the subsequent dy-
namics.

Our next step is to extract the long-time behavior of
the population dynamics assuming that the average time
dependence is weak, so it can be expanded in a Tay-
lor series expansion with respect to average times near
tave = t.

5 Relaxation dynamics in the long-time limit

We make an assumption that as we reach the long-
time limit, the dependence of quantities on tave becomes

weak, so we can approximate the behavior by the lowest-
order terms in a Taylor series about tave. In other words,
we take quantities like the first term in Eq. (10) and ex-
pand it in the Taylor series

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′ei(ω−ω′)t̄

{
�R(tave, ω)G<

k (tave, ω
′) + t̄

2
∂tave �

R(tave, ω)G<
k (tave, ω

′)

+�R(tave, ω)
t̄
2
∂tave G<

k (tave, ω
′) + · · ·

}
. (18)

The t̄ terms can be replaced by derivatives with respect to
ω or ω′ of the exponential factor, and then those deriva-
tives can be moved back to the self-energy or Green’s
function after integrating by parts. This yields

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

∫ ∞

−∞
dω′ei(ω−ω′)t̄

{
�R(tave, ω)G<

k (tave, ω
′) + i∂tave ∂ω�R(tave, ω)G<

k (tave, ω
′)

− i�R(tave, ω)∂tave ∂ω′ G<
k (tave, ω

′) + · · ·
}
. (19)

Note that in this equation (and subsequent ones), the
derivatives act only on the first function to the immediate
right of the derivative symbol, unless explicitly denoted
otherwise by square brackets. Now, we can integrate over
t̄ which produces the same Sokhotskyi-Plemelj-Dirac
identity. The delta function piece can next be integrated,
as can the principal value integration by employing the
appropriate Kramers-Kronig relation. After some signifi-
cant algebra, one finds the right hand side of the popula-
tion dynamics becomes

i
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

{
Im�R(tave, ω)G<

k (tave, ω)

−ImGR
k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)

+∂tave ∂ωRe�R(tave, ω)G<
k (tave, ω)

−Re�R(tave, ω)∂tave ∂ωG<
k (tave, ω)

−∂tave ∂ωReGR
k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)

+ReGR
k (tave, ω)∂tave ∂ω�<(tave, ω)

}
. (20)

Eq. (6) tells us how the retarded Green’s function is re-
lated to the average time dependent retarded self-energy
when the average time dependence is weak. We need
a similar result of the lesser Green’s function. To work
this out, we start with the Dyson equation for the lesser

4 C© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimwww.fp-journal.org
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Green’s function at trel = 0:

G<
k (tave, trel = 0) =∫ tave

−∞
dt̄

∫ tave

−∞
dt̄ ′GR

k

(
tave + t̄

2
, tave − t̄

)

×�<

(
t̄ + t̄ ′

2
, t̄ − t̄ ′

)
GA

k

(
t̄ ′ + tave

2
, t̄ ′ − tave

)
. (21)

Since the integrals are dominated by the regions near
the upper limits, we let t̄, t̄ ′ → t̄ + tave, t̄ ′ + tave, and then
we introduce the Fourier transform with respect to fre-
quency for the relative time dependence in the second
argument of each term to yield

G<
k (tave, 0) =

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄ ′ 1

8π3

∫
dω

∫
dω′

∫
dω′′

× ei(ω−ω′)t̄+(ω′−ω′′)t̄ ′
{

GR
k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω

′)GA
k (tave, ω

′′)

+ t̄
2
∂tave GR

k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)GA
k (tave, ω)

+ GR
k (tave, ω)

t̄ + t̄ ′

2
∂tave �

<(tave, ω
′)GA

k (tave, ω
′′)

+ GR
k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω

′)
t̄ ′

2
∂tave GA

k (tave, ω
′′) + · · ·

}
. (22)

We only include the lowest-order change with respect to
the average time. As done before, the time variables are
removed by taking derivatives of the exponentials with
respect to the frequencies and then integrating by parts.
The integrals over time can then be done, as can the in-
tegrals over ω and ω′′ after employing the identity

1
2π

∫
dω

∫ 0

−∞
dt̄ei(ω−ω′)t̄ F(ω) = F(ω′ + i0+). (23)

Then we find

G<
k (tave, 0) = 1

2π

∫
dω

{
GR

k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)GA
k (tave, ω)

+ i
2
∂tave ∂ωGR

k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)GA
k (tave, ω)

+ i
2
∂ωGR

k (tave, ω)∂tave �
<(tave, ω)GA

k (tave, ω)

− i
2

GR
k (tave, ω)∂tave �

<(tave, ω)∂ωGA
k (tave, ω)

− i
2

GR
k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)∂tave ∂ωGA

k (tave, ω) + · · ·
}
. (24)

The integrand (multiplied by 2π) then gives the Fourier
transform of the lesser Green’s function. So, we im-
mediately learn that the lesser Green’s function (as
a function of average time and frequency) behaves
like

G<
k (tave, ω) = |GR

k (tave, ω)|2�<(tave, ω)

− Im
[
GA

k (tave, ω)∂tave ∂ωGR
k (tave, ω)

]
�<(tave, ω)

− Im
[
GA

k (tave, ω)∂ωGR
k (tave, ω)

]
∂tave �

<(tave, ω), (25)

when the average time dependence is weak. This is the
lesser Green’s function analog of Eq. (5). Unlike in the re-
tarded case, the lesser Green’s function does change its
functional form to first order in the average time depen-
dence.

When we substitute this result into Eq. (20), the terms
without the derivatives cancel, as we discussed before,
leaving behind the following result for the right hand side
of the population dynamics

i
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω

{
− Im[�R(tave, ω)]

×
(

Im
[
GA

k (tave, ω)∂tave ∂ωGR
k (tave, ω)

]
�<(tave, ω)

+ Im
[
GA

k (tave, ω)∂ωGR
k (tave, ω)

]
∂tave �

<(tave, ω)
)

+ ∂tave ∂ωRe�R(tave, ω)
[|GR

k (tave, ω)|2�<(tave, ω)
]

− Re�R(tave, ω)∂tave ∂ω

[|GR
k (tave, ω)|2�<(tave, ω)

]
− ∂tave ∂ωReGR

k (tave, ω)�<(tave, ω)

+ ReGR
k (tave, ω)∂tave ∂ω�<(tave, ω)

}
, (26)

to lowest order in the derivatives. It is well known that
the retarded Green’s function has much weaker aver-
age time dependence than the lesser Green’s function
(we have explicitly verified this in our numerical calcu-
lations as well). In particular, after a time on the order
of a few 2π/W past when the field is turned off, the re-
tarded Green’s function has essentially reached its long-
time limit. We assume we are at times past this limit,
so we can neglect all time derivatives with respect to
the retarded objects. The remaining derivatives can be
evaluated in a straightforward fashion. After some long

C© 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 5Wiley Online Library
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algebra, we find

i
π

∫ ∞

−∞
dω|GR

k (tave, ω)|2
{
|GR

k (tave, ω)|2
[

Im�R(tave, ω)

×
(
∂ωIm�R(tave, ω)

(
ω + μ − εk + Re�R(tave, ω)

)

+(
1 − ∂ωRe�R(tave, ω)

)
Im�R(tave, ω)

)

+2Re�R(tave, ω)
(
1 − ∂ω�R(tave, ω)

)

×(
ω + μ − εk − Re�R(tave, ω)

)]
∂tave �

<(tave, ω)

+(
ω + μ − εk − Re�R(tave, ω)

)
∂ω∂tave �

<(tave, ω)
}
. (27)

This looks like a rather formidable result, but it ac-
tually isn’t so bad. If the lesser self-energy relaxes
exponentially (which is not obvious from these re-
sults, but often occurs numerically), then we can
approximate ∂tave �

<(tave, ω) ≈ −�δ�<(tave, ω). Here
δ�<(tave, ω) = �<(tave, ω) − �<(∞, ω). Then, because
of |GR

k |2 is sharply peaked around ω ≈ ε(k) and the fact
that the remaining factors are of order 1, we find the
population will also relax exponentially. Now this is
not a proof that the system will always relax exponen-
tially, but it does show that it is consistent with such
behavior.

In order to gain some more insight into Eq. (27),
we have run simulations on the Holstein model
on a two-dimensional lattice, incorporating Migdal -
Eliashberg theory for the electron self-energy, but not
self-consistently updating the phonons [8]; this can be
viewed as an application of nonequilibrium dynamical
mean-field theory [9, 10]. The phonon energy is cho-
sen to be 0.2thop, with thop the hopping integral (not to
be confused with the time), which we set equal to 1 eV;
we also add a small-weight scatterer with a frequency
around 0.01 eV to ensure relaxation for low-energy elec-
trons [3]. We first plot the exact total scattering integral
versus the approximate result in Eq. (27) in Fig. 1. Note
how the two results agree at long times (the small differ-
ences are most likely due to numerical issues associated
with taking numerical derivatives). We plot the results for
the four different terms [separated by the plus signs in
the large curly brackets in Eq. (27)] and denoted Term 1
to 4. Fig. 3 plots the comparison of the exact and approxi-
mate scattering integrals for the case where the electron’s
excitation energy lies above the Fermi surface but is less
than the phonon energy. Note again how they match at
long times. Fig. 2 plots the different contributions to the
sum for an electron at a momentum k, which lies more
than the phonon energy above the chemical potential,

Figure 1 Exact total scattering integral compared to the approxi-
mate result in Eq. (27), for � = 0.2thop and two-d noninteracting
bandstructure ε(k) = 0.23 eV. Note how the two curves agree as
t → ∞.

Figure 2 Plot of each of the four terms in Eq. (27), for � = 0.2thop

and two-d noninteracting bandstructure ε(k) = 0.23 eV.

Figure 3 Exact total scattering integral compared to the approxi-
mate result in Eq. (27), for � = 0.2thop and two-d noninteracting
bandstructure ε(k) = 0.156 eV. Note how the two curves agree at
long times.
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Figure 4 Plot of each of the four terms in Eq. (27), for � = 0.2thop

and two-d noninteracting bandstructure ε(k) = 0.156 eV.

while Fig. 4 plots these results for an electron at a mo-
mentum k which has an energy above the Fermi energy,
but within the phonon window. What we see is that there
isn’t one term which is always dominant and the terms
can enter with opposite signs. After the cancellations, the
majority of the signal comes from Term 2 alone. Never-
theless, this makes it more difficult to obtain analytic es-
timates of the relaxation.

We also investigate the distribution functions of the
system. Loosely speaking, one can define the distri-
bution function via the ratio of the imaginary part
of a lesser object divided by the imaginary part of
the corresponding retarded object. For example, we
can define fG(tave, ω) = −ImG<(tave, ω)/[2ImGR(tave, ω)],
which would be the Fermi-Dirac distribution in equilib-
rium due to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. Sim-
ilarly, we can define a self-energy distribution func-
tion via f�(tave, (ω) = −Im�<(tave, ω)/[2Im�R(tave, ω)]. As
we have determined above, one must have fG �=
f� during the relaxation process, because once they

become equal, regardless of the specific functional form
of fG(tave, ω), the time derivative of the population
vanishes.

These two distribution functions and their ratio are
plotted in Fig. 5, where we see that both the Green’s func-
tion distribution and the self-energy distribution are ap-
proaching Fermi-Dirac distributions, but they do so at
different rates, so their ratio is not precisely one (with the
largest deviations being at high energy, where the small-
ness of the distribution function enhances the ratio, and
where we expect the deviations to be large until those
high-energy electrons fully relax).

What relevance does this have for approximate mod-
els and phenomenology? If we define the distribution
functions as we have, with time-dependent functions
of frequency multiplying the spectral functions, then
we find that one can never assume that they precisely
take the quasi-equilibrium form of a high-temperature
Fermi-Dirac distribution, because to do so would im-
ply that there is no further relaxation. This is a general
statement that always holds, but particularly so for sys-
tems that one might want to describe via a hot-electron
model, where the electrons have a quasi-equilibrium dis-
tribution due to fast equilibration via electron-electron
scattering and then a subsequent longer-time cooling
via interaction with the phonons. In fact, many-body
physics generically forbids this from occurring—if we
use a Fermi-Dirac distribution for the electronic Green’s
function, then calculating the self-energy will not yield
the same Fermi-Dirac distribution for the lesser com-
ponent if the phonons are at a different temperature
(within Migdal-Eliashberg theory). While the general
phenomenology of this behavior is expected for many
systems, the analysis given here shows that the distribu-
tions can never be fully quasi-equilibrium, and they must
evolve as functions of time. In particular, one need not

Figure 5 Plot of the effective distribution functions fG (left) and f� (center) and their ratio (right) for the local Green’s function and
self-energy.
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even have the same distribution function for the Green’s
function and for the self-energy!

One of the key unsolved questions that remains is
how does the system determine the way in which it re-
laxes (exponentially or some other way) and what gov-
erns the exponential decay rate (if it is exponential de-
cay)? Some progress on this question has been made
recently. In the case of weak-coupling, where the self-
energy is not updated self-consistently, one can show
it is the imaginary part of the self-energy that governs
this relaxation [11], while in self-consistent theories, the
relaxation remains quite exponential in its functional
form, and the decay rate is given semiquantitatively by
the imaginary part of the self-energy, there is no explicit
derivation of how to find this dependence [12]. In par-
ticular, the separation of the system into the terms given
by the lesser Green’s function and the lesser self-energy
in the scattering integrals show that the true decay rate
is more than an order of magnitude smaller than either
of the scattering integrals due to their near cancellation.
In this work, we showed how one can extract an explicit
formula for the decay rate of the system, but it can-
not be evaluated, or even approximated analytically, be-
cause we cannot easily estimate derivatives with respect
to time. Hopefully further work in this area will shed light
onto this interesting and important question.

6 Conclusions

We have analyzed the scattering integrals for the
nonequilibrium many-body problem. We show how the
total vanishes when there is no average time dependence
and we show what the leading-order behavior is for the
long-time limit where the scattering rate has little time
dependence, and the time-dependence of most quanti-
ties is weak. These results are all exact, and independent
of any Hamiltonian or scattering mechanism. Unfortu-
nately, they do not show that the relaxation is generically
exponential, nor do they show that the relaxation rate is
given by any simple result related to the retarded self-
energy. The behavior is more complex, and cannot be ex-
plained in such simple terms. Nevertheless, we do have
the appropriate limiting forms for the scattering integrals
which provide the exact relaxation in the long-time limit.
Since these are exact results, they are a better starting
point to consider than other approximate approaches,

which are likely to violate exact relations of the full so-
lution to the problem. Working out a systematic approx-
imation scheme based on this approach, or finding an
appropriate analysis that allows one to make analytic
predictions of the relaxation behavior, are both topics for
future study of this problem.
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